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Abstract

The game of tennis is a sport rich with data, yet as of today, most of that data
has not been used to its potential. Part of this has to do with the fact that many
traditional data analysis or machine learning techniques are not super effective with
the current available data. In this project, I attempt to model tennis data using
network techniques. I perform a series of network modeling experiments on tennis data
from 2000 to 2016, starting with structural role detection and community detection.
From there, I attempt more advanced embedding techniques on the constructed tennis
network. Results reveal that modeling tennis data in the form a network can yield
interesting insights about quantifying and embedding players, and the expressivity of
such models.

1 Introduction

When it comes to sports, data analysis has been at the forefront for evolution in per-
formance and evolution in game play and style. Depending on the sport, the use of data
analytics has either already transformed the way we see the sport as athletes or spectators, or
has been rapping at the door as untapped potential. Tennis has been one of those sports that
has been staunchly traditional over the decades in its incorporation of technology in general.
Only recently, and mostly through the creation of new tournaments (older tournaments tend
to resist modernization), has tennis began to embrace the use of modest innovations like
automatic line judging and video replay. However, an explosion in data analysis on match
statistics and player profiles has yet to be seen in the sport. Part of the reason is that
the current available data out there makes a simplifying assumption that players themselves
contain a set of attributes / stats. For example, if one looks up the number four player
in the world, Dominic Thiem, on the official ATP website, it lists stats such as 30% ”1st
serve return points won” and 63% ”break points saved”. While these stats are undoubtedly
informative, it fails to capture that these stats are highly match-driven. Against which
opponent was he returning against? What surface were they playing on? These factors
pose serious implications and variance on what tactics or styles he may choose on that day,
and these factors can be lost in during data modelling. The modelling of interactions is more
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appropriately a network problem. Given the data at hand, collected on a per-match basis, I
attempt a series of exploratory experiments by applying network modeling and analysis on
the dataset of ATP matches starting from the year 2000.

2 Data

The dataset I use is a pre-compiled Kaggle dataset containing 17 years worth of ATP tour
results starting from January 2000 and ending in December 2016, and is originally sourced
from Tennis-Data.co.uk for use in computing betting odds.

Aside from listing the winner and loser of each match, the data offers a plethora of
different match stats for each player: number of aces, number of double faults, 1st serve
percentage, 1st serve percentage won, 2nd server percentage won, break points faced, break
points saved. Other non-player specific information can also be found for each match, such
as the court surface and date played. For outcome predictive tasks, we randomly select 10
percent of matches in each year to form a validation set and 10 percent of matches to form
a test set.

3 Related Work

One way to construct feature representations based on edge interactions in a network
involves the use of ReFeX (Recursive Feature eXtraction) [1]. Henderson et al. propose an
algorithm for recursively aggregating a node’s local features with its extended neighborhood’s
features. The result of this recursive feature vector aggregation results in a representation
that captures the ”behavior” of a node, or in other words, its regional structure. Henderson
et al. extend this idea with and RolX (Role eXtraction) [2]. With RolX, extracted feature
vectors are clustered into behavioral ”roles”, the idea being that clusters of nodes share
similar regional connective structure and that these clusters represent potentially real-life
functions. I believe role clusters may capture common types of playing style, which is non-
apparent from a traditional ranking system.

We can also attempt to capture the community information of a node. That is, infor-
mation detailing the proximity of nodes to other nodes can be useful in characterizing the
nature of a node. Blondel et al. present Louvain Modularity, a graph metric that when
optimized returns the community structure of the graph [3]. Community behavior is charac-
terized by relatively high intra-community connectivity and relatively low inter-community
connectivity. Connectivity in a tennis network is most likely a result of a high frequency
of matches between players (depends on how the network is defined) and so could reveal
ranking tiers (players who play each other a lot may be meeting each other in late stages of
tournaments and so are likely of similar skill caliber).

More recently, various deep learning approaches have come up to try to characterize
nodes in a graph. Deep embeddings can potentially capture relational structure in networks
better than traditional methods. One such approach is node2vec [4]. node2vec is feature
learning framework proposed by Grover and Leskovec that allows us to learn node and edge
feature representations using a neural network approach. In node2vec, nodes propagate
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information through the edges of the network over ”layers”. Computation, transformation,
and propagation over layers form the basis of a feed-forward neural network from which
hidden, deeply-embedded, representations can be learned. The final results can be used for
node classification or link prediction tasks. In our tennis network, this could manifest in a
match outcome prediction task.

TransE, proposed by Bordes et al., is yet another approach to generate embeddings for
nodes in a graph [5]. The TransE model allows for multi-relational edges in directed networks
and is particularly interesting for modeling edges as translations in a low-dimensional feature
space. That is, it seeks to optimize node and edge embeddings such that a given directed pair
in the graph (h, l, t), where h is the head node, l is the directed edge and t is the tail node,
exhibits the following additive behavior u(h) + u(l) ' u(t), where u(x) is the embedding for
x. This could be particularly interesting in our tennis network experiments because it may
allow us to break down player profiles under additive compositionality.

4 Network Modeling

There are various ways to model ATP match results as a network. The simplest way
to model tennis players is to have them be nodes in the network. From there, edges can
used to model various relations between players. Perhaps the simplest approach is to have
a directed weighted edge from player A to player B be the number of times player A has
beaten player B. A possible extension of that could be to make the weight represent win
percentage rather than win count as a way to normalize weights, if it is more appropriate
for the given task. We might also want directed weights to represent other useful values,
such as number of aces or percentage of first serve points won by player A against player
B. Modelling more specific match stats rather than simply match outcome may allow us
to discover even stronger representations of players. For this project I choose to use the
following network representations:

1. Win Network - Directed edge represents the win ratio of source to destination player
(must have played at least 1 match)

2. Forehand Network - Directed edge represents the ratio of forehand winners to forehand
unforced errors by source player against destination player

3. Backhand Network - Same definition as forehand network, but with backhand instead.

4. Serve Network - Directed edge represents the ratio of service points won by source
player against destination player.

5. Multi-dimensional Network - the combination of each of the above networks where each
individual network comprises a layer of the multi-dimensional network.

5 Structural Role Discovery

I perform structural role discovery in an attempt to formulate an analysis of player playing
styles from the tennis network. The first step is to use a recursive feature extraction method
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Figure 1: Similarity histograms for 4 different networks, from top to bottom, left to right:
win ratio network, forehand winner/unforced error ratio network, backhand winner/unforced
error ratio network, multi-relational per-surface win ratio network.

on each player node. For the base local vector, we use the following features:

1. out-degree of the node

2. in-degree of the node

3. number of edges in the egonet of the node

4. the out-degree of the egonet (number of edges leaving the egonet)

5. the in-degree of the egonet (number of edges entering the egonet)

For recursively generating features, I use a weighted sum aggregation where for node v,
I concatenate the weighted-sum of the out-neighbors of v (nodes that have a directed edge
coming from v), as well as the weighted-sum of the in-neighbors of v (nodes that a directed
edge leading to v). I recursively generate features for K = 5 iterations. I perform this
experiment individually for each edge type in an effort to discover not only player types, but
to find similarities and clusters for specific shots. For the multi-relational network, features
from each layer are concatenated to form the final extracted vector.

We can discover clusters of roles through the observed spikes in the similarity histogram,
computed as the similarity of a random player with every other player. Each of the overall
win, forehand, and backhand networks exhibit three spikes, revealing that there is likely some
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Figure 2: The modularity for a given partition.

significance to the three observed roles. One possible theory is that these spikes representing
surface specializations, and that the predominant basis for player-player similarity is their
preferred surfaces (e.g. clay court specialists tend to have similar playing styles, with similar
results against the same players). If we factor out surface type into a multi-relational win
ratio network, we no longer see the three spikes and instead see four. It can be difficult to
figure out what these clusters represent. I intentionally computed the similarities against
a left-handed player to test out the theory that left-handed players might share similar
playing styles. Upon inspection of one of the clusters, it appears that many members of the
cluster are indeed left-handed players, revealing that left-handedness, which although is not
a stylistic choice, is conducive to certain common strengths, weaknesses, and overall behavior
in performance. The main takeaway from this experiment is that the network of results does
significantly capture playing styles between players, something that a pure ranking system
does not.

5.1 Community Detection

One of the problems with a traditional rankings system is that rankings tend to lose
meaning and nuance the farther down the list you go. For example, while the difference
between the number one and number two tennis players is quite significant, the difference
between the number 101 and number 102 is quite trivial, arguably even arbitrary. The
key insight here is that it may be useful to categorize players using larger ranking tiers
rather than an exact ranking. To this end, I apply community detection to the different
tennis networks. Community detection seeks to group players with high interconnectivity.
Players who are of similar level should play each other a lot and therefore exhibit this
behavior. Using Louvain’s Algorithm on the various tennis networks. Applying Louvain’s

Community Size
Network 1 2 3 4 5

Win 97 131 308 396 461
Forehand 116 210 317 342 402
Backhand 85 267 233 387 415

Serve 93 255 322 347 378

Table 1: Table of community sizes as found by applying Louvain’s Algorithm on various
networks.

Algorithm on various networks yields 5 communities each time. Unfortunately, the sizes of
the communities do not yield super useful information about the members of the community
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(i.e. being in the ”top” community is actually less informative than the actual ranking).
However, it does show that network analysis is able to pick up on roughly the tiers of
tournaments that exist on the ATP circuit. At the largest tennis events, the Grand Slams,
there are 128 players in the main draw. Some of the players are qualifiers, while most of
them are awarded automatic entry. This group of mainstay players roughly correspond to
the first community. Each subsequent community gives insight into the

5.2 Embedding-based methods

5.2.1 Node2Vec

I apply Node2Vec on each of the individual tennis networks.

Most Similar Players to Dominic Thiem
Win Network David Goffin, Rafael Nadal, Alexander Zverev

Forehand Network David Goffin, Roger Federer, Alexander Zverev
Backhand Network David Goffin, Roger Federer, Alexander Zverev

Serve Network David Goffin, Rafael Nadal, Alexander Zverev
Multi-Dimensional Network Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Stan Wawrinka

Table 2: Table of most similar players to Dominic Thiem using cosine similarity. The
embeddings for the first 4 networks are extracted from node2vec. The embeddings for the
multi-dimensional network are extracted from TransE.

For each of the individual tennis networks, I computed the node2vec embeddings for
each players. For the combined, multi-dimensional network where each individual network
becomes a layer in the combined graph, I computed the TransE embeddings. For each
set of embeddings, I used cosine similarity to find the three most similar players to Dominic
Thiem, the current no. 4 player in the world. The results of the various experiments show the
differences between node2vec and TransE. The players that were matched to Dominic Thiem
using the node2vec embeddings were mostly players that Thiem encountered a lot, and not
necessarily the most similar stylistically. Zverev and Goffin are frequent contemporaries of
Thiem but most people would not say that they share similar games. On the other hand,
the players matched using TransE seem to be much closer to Thiem stylistically. Federer,
Wawrinka, and Thiem all use one-handed backhands, and Thiem’s reputation as a clay-court
player seems to be reflected in the fact that Nadal is one of the most similar players in the
combined network. This seems to indicate that TransE does a better job at capturing specific
types of relations.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Over the course of this project, I step through multiple methods for analyzing the results
of ATP matches as modelled by a network. Examining structural roles in the network reveals
that surface type specialization is likely the most prominent attribute in any individual tennis
player’s game. Community detection reveals rough estimates for ranking tiers in professional
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tennis, specifically that most main draw events focus on the first 100 ranked players. The
following 200 primarily compete on the lower circuit and usually don’t interact with the main
draw players, and so on. Embedding tennis players using methods like TransE reveals that
embeddings are able to roughly capture the stylistic differences between tennis players, as
evidenced by the ability to match empirically similar players to certain source tennis players.

For future work, I would like to explore time as a component in network analysis. Network
evolution should in theory play an important factor in the tennis network since players
definitely change over the course of the 15 year data set.
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